
DetrDetransition, Babyansition, Baby

by Torrey Peters - PETERS

A trans woman, her detransitioned ex and his cisgender lover build

an unconventional family together in the wake of heartbreak and

an unplanned pregnancy, in a book by the author of the novella,

Infect Your Friends and Loved Ones.

X : a novelX : a novel

by Davey Davis - DAVIS

When the U.S. government begins encouraging the semi-

voluntary“exporting” of undesirable citizens, and the bloodthirsty

woman named X with whom they spent one unimaginable night

may be one of them, a down-and-out sadist seeks to track her

down before it's too late.

How to find a princHow to find a princessess

by Alyssa Cole -COLE

When a threat to her grandmother's livelihood pushes Princess

Makeda to agree to return to Ibarania, she is taken on a

transatlantic adventure complete with a beautiful investigator

named Beznaria, a crew of lovable weirdos, a fake marriage, and

one-bed hijinks on the high seas.

The JThe Jasmine thrasmine throneone

by Tasha Suri -SF Suri

When Malini, trapped in Hirana, an ancient cliffside temple that

was once the revered source of the magical deathless waters,

witnesses her servant’s true nature, their destinies become

irrevocably tangled — and the course of a kingdom is forever

changed.
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NNevevaadada

by Imogen Binnie - BINNIE

A beloved and blistering cult classic finally back in print, Nevada

follows a disaffected trans woman as she embarks on a cross-

country road trip

The kingdom oThe kingdom of sandf sand

by Andrew Holleran - HOLLERAN

Moving to Florida during the height of the AIDS epidemic, a gay

man, when his close friend's health starts to decline, distracts

himself with sexual encounters at the video porn store and visits to

Walgreens as he shares reflections on illness and death.

The passing plaThe passing playbookybook

by Isaac Fitzsimons- Y FITZSIMONS

Fifteen-year-old Spencer Harris is a proud nerd, an awesome big

brother, and a David Beckham in training. He's also transgender.

After transitioning at his old school leads to a year of isolation and

bullying, Spencer gets a fresh start at Oakley, the most liberal

private school in Ohio. At Oakley, Spencer seems to have it all: more

accepting classmates, a decent shot at a starting position on the

boy's soccer team, great new friends, and maybe even something more than

friendship with one of his teammates. The problem is, no one at Oakley knows

Spencer is trans--he's passing. So when a discriminatory law forces Spencer's coach

to bench him after he discovers the "F" on Spencer's birth certificate, Spencer has to

make a choice: cheer his team on from the sidelines or publicly fight for his right to

play, even though it would mean coming out to everyone...including the guy he's

falling for.

NNighightcrtcrawlingawling

by Leila Mottley - MOTTLEY

When a drunken altercation with a stranger turns into a job she

desperately needs, Kiara, who supports her brother and an

abandoned 9-year-old boy, starts nightcrawling until her name

surfaces in an investigation exposing her as a key witness in a

massive scandal within the Oakland Police Department.

The house in the cThe house in the cerulean seaerulean sea

by TJ Klune - SF KLUNE

Given a curious classified assignment to evaluate the potential

risks posed by six supernatural orphans, a case worker at the

Department in Charge of Magical Youth bonds with an enigmatic

caregiver who hides dangerous secrets.

YYou Mou Maadde a Fe a Fool oool of Death with Yf Death with Your Beaour Beautyuty

by Akwaeke Emezi - EMEZI

Feyi Adekola wants to learn how to be alive again. It’s been five

years since the accident that killed the love of her life and she’s

almost a new person now. Feyi isn’t ready for anything serious, but

a steamy encounter at a rooftop party cascades into a whirlwind

summer she could have never imagined: a luxury trip to a tropical

island, decadent meals in the glamorous home of a celebrity chef,

and a major curator who wants to launch her art career.

So happy fSo happy for you : a novelor you : a novel

by Celia Laskey - LASKEY

During her best friend Ellie's wedding weekend, Robin, a queer

academic dubious of elaborate wedding rituals, second guesses

her decision to be Ellie's maid of honor after a series of ominous

occurrences lead her to believe that the bridal party is out to get

her.

AAftfterparties : storieserparties : stories

by Anthony So -SO

Short stories that portray of the lives of Cambodian-Americans still

dealing with the inherited weight of the Khmer Rouge genocide

including a young, disillusioned teacher obsessed with Moby-Dick

and a child whose mother survived a school shooting.

All this cAll this could be diffould be differerenentt

by Sarah Thankam Mathews - MATHEWS

Follows a young Indian American woman who is grappling with

graduating into a recession, working a grueling entry-level

corporate job and trying to date Marina, a beautiful dancer who

always seems just beyond her grasp.
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